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High-intensity CRT (12 kV)
A 150 mm, rectangular CRT with internal graticule is driven at an
accelerating voltage of 12 kV to allow bright, easy-to-see
observations free of parallax. The K factor measuring scale is also
provided on the CRT.

Scale illumination
The scale illumination is used to facilitate observations under low
light conditions. When taking pictures, the illumination allows you
to photograph the scale together with the waveforms.

Line selector
The line selector function allows you to select and display a
line among all lines, thereby making it possible to observe VIT
and VIR signals. Fields 1 and 2 can be switched over with a one-
touch operation. Additionally, a blanking output connector is also
provided to output a rectangular wave in synchronism with the
selected line.

Other features
●RGB parallel display (YRGB display is also possible optionally.)
●DC restorer which maintains the back porch at a constant level
regardless of the type of the video signal.
●The vertical frequency response can be switched to 5 positions
including FLAT, LUM, D_STEP, CHROMA and DIFFGAIN so that
various characteristics of video signals can be measured.

The CV-1240/1245 are NTSC/PAL waveform monitors
developed to allow accurate observations in clear images of
the complicated video signal characteristics which are hard to
be observed with a general-purpose oscilloscope. They
incorporate 150 mm high-intensity CRT to enable the video
signal amplitude measurement, timing measurement,
frequency response measurement and waveform monitoring.
The line selector function is provided so that VIT and VIR
signals can also be measured.

CV-1240（NTSC）/CV-1245（PAL）
Waveform Monitors

Full color bar signals When RESPONSE:LUM

Pulse & bar display When SWEEP:1µs/div

OUTLINE FEATURES
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CV-1240/CV-1245
WAVEFORM MONITORS

C
V-1240/C

V1245

150mm rectangular, with internal
graticule, post-accelerator
Accelerating voltage : Approx. 12kV
Effective area : 80×100mm
140 IRE full scale  (CV-1240)
1.0 full scale  (CV-1245)

A, B loop through 2 channels
1V±2%, 4V±4% (140 IRE full scale)
0.25V to 4V when used with the
continuous variable fine adjustment.

25Hz to 5MHz±2% (50kHz REF)
1972IEEE STD205 compatible
400kHz band-pass filter for linearity
measurement of luminance components.
3.58MHz band-pass filter (CV-1240)
4.43MHz band-pass filter (CV-1245)
Approx. 3 times to 5.5 times of
CHOMA amplitude.
For 2T pulse and 2T bar signal (at 1V
range) ; Preshoot : ±2%

Overshoot : ±2%
Ringing : ±2%

Less than ± 2% against ver tical
window signal
±5V (DC＋ACpeak)
1V range : 15kΩ±5%, 50pF or less
4V range : 60kΩ±5%, 50pF or less

1V (140 IRE full scale)
25Hz to 5MHz±5%
75Ω±10%

CRT

Division scale (with K factor)

Vertical axis
Input terminal
Sensitivity

Frequency response
FLAT
LUM
D'STEP

CHROMA

DG

Transient response

Tilt

Maximum input voltage
Input impedance

Video output
Output voltage
Frequency response
Output impedance

Horizontal axis
Sweep mode

Linearity
Line selector
Blanking output

RGB operation

External synchronization
Sensitivity (CV-1240)

(CV-1245)
Input terminal
Input impedance
Maximum input voltage
Calibration voltage
Power source

Case dimensions
Weight
Accessories

2H :2 line display (10µs/div)
1H :1 line display (5µs/div)
1µs/div :10 times magnified 2-line

display (1µs/div.)
0.2µs/div :25 times magnified 1-line

display (0.2μs/div)
2V MAG :25 times magnified 2-field

display
1V MAG :25 times magnified 1-field

display
2V : 2 field display
1V : 1 field display
±3%
1 line display of all lines
0V during the period selected by the
line selector.
－2V during other periods. (Corresponds
to the displayed waveform except for the
line selector operation.)
Sweep length : Approx. 30%×3 at
composite display
Remote control signal :10 to 15V, 5mA
Normal trace length at staircase amplitude
10V.

Triggered with 143mV to 5V composite sync.
Triggered with 150mV to 5V composite sync.
Loop-through
15kΩ, 50pF or less
±8V (DC＋AC peak)
1Vp-p±1％, 100kHz±100Hz
100/120/220V , 216 to 250V AC
50/60Hz,  40W
215 (W)×132 (H)×430 (D) mm
Approx. 7.8kg
Instruction manual (1)
BNC cap (8)
Power cable (1)
9 pin MT plug (1)

●The horizontal sweep can be switched to 8 positions including
2H (2-line), 1H (1-line), 1 µs/div (2-line), 0.2 µs/div (1-line), 2V
MAG (2-field magnification), 1V MAG (1-field magnification), 2V
(2-field) and 1V (1-field).
●Each of the A input, B input and the external sync reference
signal input (EXT REF) can be terminated at 75 Ω with a rear
panel switch.
●Both the vertical and horizontal position adjustments use 5-
rotation control knobs.
●The vertical sensitivity can be switched to the calibrated 1 V and
4 V full scale. A GAIN VARIABLE control is provided to allow
adjustment between below 0.25 V and 4 V.
●The trace rotation function allows to adjust the horizontal trace
inclination from the front panel.
●1 Vp-p ±1%, 100 kHz calibrator built in.
●Two units can be mounted side-by-side in a generally-marketed
19” rack.

SPECIFICATIONS


